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Abstract

Computerized access control is founded on some assumptions that limit its appli-

cation in concrete environments. First of all, the standardization of access control

models built on a poor understanding of access. Access has been historically con-

sidered binary in the sense that access is permitted or it is not. However, there are

operations that can be executed through a variable execution level. That is the case

of QoS-subjected actions, for example, where the resources put on serving an access

conditions the quality of the access itself. As quality of access is, indeed, an access

control regulation, the access decision could be formulated in terms of the authorized

access level rather than through simple permit/deny decisions. A second assumption

lies in the form in which users are related with authorization-relevant information.

Authorization-relevant information are facts like who the user is, which characteristics

the user has or what the user owns. However, this information may be parametrized.

Uncertainty, trust, seniority or risk are just few examples. This semantics should be

taken into account along the authorization process. In this thesis we present FRBAC,

an access control model which breaks with this two assumptions, and we demonstrate

its applicability in different scenarios, paying special attention to the multi-domain

environment. We also propose a collaboration mechanism which enables the inter-

operation between heterogeneous access control models and it is compatible with

FRBAC.
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Els models de control d’accés es fonamenten en dos pilars –entre d’altres– que

limiten el seu àmbit d’aplicació. El primer d’ells tracta en la forma en la que els

accessos són entesos. Històricament, els accessos han estat considerats estrictament

binaris. L’estandardització dels models de control d’accés es va centrar únicament

en permetre o no els accessos en comptes de determinar les condicions d’accés. No

obstant, els accessos poden ser entesos a través d’una visió més rica que la binaria.

Data Lying és un bon exemple, on el nivell de veracitat en les consultes a una base

pot ser modificat tenint en compte atributs associats als usuaris, entenent major

nivell d’accés com major veracitat a les respostes obtingudes a una mateixa acció.

El segon pilar tracta en la forma en que els usuaris són relacionats amb informació

rellevant al procés d’autorització. Els usuaris són autoritzats en base a qui són,

quines característiques tenen o quines coses posseeixen. No obstant, darrera d’aquests

fets es poden trobar altres semàntiques els models de control d’accés han de ser

capaços d’interpretar. La certesa en dita informació i la confiança en l’usuari són

bons exemples. Aquestes semàntiques poden ser útils per determinar el nivell d’accés

que tenen els usuaris. En aquesta tesis presentem FRBAC, un model de control

d’accés que trenca amb aquestes suposicions inicials, i demostrem la seva utilitat en

diferents escenaris, prestant especial atenció als escenaris multi-domini on es proposa

també un mecanisme de interoperabilitat a nivell d’atribut compatible amb FRBAC.

Los modelos de control de acceso actuales parten de dos asunciones –entre otras–

que limitan sus ámbitos de aplicación. La primera de ellas reside en la forma en

la que se entienden los accesos en sí. Históricamente los accesos se han considerado

estrictamente binarios (se permiten o no), cuando estos pueden ser entendidos a través

de un nivel continuo de acceso. Data Lying es un buen ejemplo, donde el nivel de

veracidad obtenido en las consultas a una base de datos puede ser alterado en función

del historial del usuario, entendiendo mayor nivel de acceso cuanto mayor veracidad

en los resultados de una misma acción. La segunda asunción trata en la forma en la



que los usuarios son relacionados con la información útil en el proceso de autorización.

Los usuarios son autorizados en base a quienes son, que características tienen o que

cosas poseen. Sin embargo, detrás de estos hechos pueden esconderse otras métricas

que los sistemas deben interpretar. La veracidad de dicha información es una de

ellas. Estas métricas pueden ser usadas para determinar el nivel de ejecución de las

acciones que llevan a cabo los usuarios. En esta tesis presentamos FRBAC, un modelo

de control de acceso que rompe con estas asunciones y demostramos su utilidad en

diferentes entornos, prestando especial atención a los entornos multi-dominio para los

que se propone también un mecanismo de interoperabilidad compatible con FRBAC.
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Si avanzar es desaprender, ¿cómo iba a haber otro final?
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dels Tres Turons. He podido saludar las barcas de pescadores que se mecen a lo lejos,
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Buscando un remanso de tranquilidad para escribir esta tesis, me aislé en la co-
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me ha podido enseñar. He caminado desde la playa hasta la corona de esta torre me-

dieval, y en lo más alto, contemplando este paisaje igual que contemplo este final,

sólo puedo preguntarme si lo que veo es lo que tengo delante, o lo que ya dejé atrás.

Empecé este doctorado desnudo ante el papel, sin conocimiento alguno sobre el

tema que iba a tratar. Recuerdo haber leído con curiosidad un capítulo de un libro
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acceso, sobre recursos albergados en un sistema, y determinar si el acceso debe de ser

permitido o denegado”. Parecía razonable y acepté esa definición. Hoy, después de
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cuatro años, a tan sólo unos días para acabar, no hago más que cuestionarla 1. Tal

vez sea tarde para rectificar. El tiempo me arrastra hasta el fin de este doctorado,
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acabar.
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del sistema, y ya está. Antes, durante o después de que sucedan. Adaptando las condiciones de

acceso y no limitándose a permitir o denegar. Así funciona en el mundo real. Basta con pasear por

la calle y ver una señal de tráfico, basta con entender el canto de los pájaros en un bosque, basta

con ojear el código penal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

From territorialism to RBAC: origins of access control

The need to control the access to something is as old as the ability to assess it. Access

control is a primitive behavior born fueled by the survival instinct. Before the first

hominids, some species determined simple rules on the usage of shared resources.

One of the first manifestations of this behavior was territorialism, where groups, or

individuals, settled in a marked area and defended it against intrusions [17] usually

by individuals with similar hunting habits. In its initial form, access control was

dissuasive, since nothing prevented an intruder to access a restricted area but the

threat of being punished if discovered.

The human evolution, and the development of technologic skills, led to a new

understanding of authorization: restrictive access control. Physical barriers as walls,

locks and pits prevented unauthorized accesses before they were done, acting as a

gateway between users and resources. At the same time, the development of social

skills led to a richer understanding of restrictive access control, determining the con-

ditions on the usage of protected resources, and penalties in case of misuse, rather

than simply preventing accesses by unauthorized principals. Both visions of access

control accompanied the human evolution combining restrictive and dissuasive access

control paradigms at the same time. Restrictive access control was mainly focused on

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

physically preventing unauthorized accesses to protected resources, while dissuasive

access control was focused on determining the conditions of the resource usage.

The development and popularization of information technologies led to the emer-

gence of access control in computer environments [24]. The nature of computer en-

vironments favors an exhaustive and a priori control of all the accesses taken in the

system, providing a gateway between users and resources in order to regulate every

access. Despite in the physical world, access control remained being dissuasive and

restrictive, computer environments adopted an essentially restrictive vision of autho-

rization. At the beginning, computerized access control mechanisms simplified the

restrictive authorization model deployed by the society and focused on just determin-

ing who could access every resource, rather than determining the way in which the

resources could be accessed.

It was the deployment of multiuser computer environments which fueled the pop-

ularization and evolution of computerized access control. Identity-Based Access Con-

trol was the first iteration. Access control lists dictated the authorized users to access

every resource [24]. As computer environments grew in complexity, and the number of

users and resources grew, Identity-Based Access Control became unmanageable and

new paradigms arose trying to break its complexity [34]. Discretionary Access Con-

trol [18] shifted the management of authorization lists to the owner of every resource,

splitting the management complexity through the decentralization of the process.

The Mandatory Access Control [3] paradigm applied to environments where the au-

thorization management must remain in a central authority. The growing complexity

of computer environments continued fueling the need for reducing the complexity of

the authorization management.

User abstraction became an effective way to reduce the complexity of the autho-

rization management, allowing to refer to users based on their common characteristics

rather than their unique identity in the system. The increasing complexity and ex-

pressivity of access control lists made them evolve to more complex access control

policies. Groups were one of the first user abstraction mechanism, that applied in
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both, the Mandatory and the Discretionary Access Control paradigms. In the Manda-

tory access control paradigm, where the policy management remained in the central

authority, user abstraction was specially necessary to reduce the complexity of man-

agement. Multilevel Access Control [1] profiled users through security levels. Then,

access permissions were assigned to security levels rather than users themselves. Fol-

lowing this direction, appeared the Role-Based Access Control model (RBAC) [15].

The incursion of IT technologies in business processes popularized RBAC. Role-

Based Access Control is an access control model designed to accommodate organiza-

tional access control policies. In RBAC, the privileges that users have are not related

with the users’ identity but the roles that users play. Users are granted with roles

depending on their function inside the organization. At the same time, every role is

assigned with different permissions which allow the role members to carry out the

functions that they are supposed to do. Users acquire the privileges assigned to the

roles they play. Hierarchical relations between roles increases the expressivity of the

model, allowing senior roles to inherit privileges from the junior ones, helping in the

reduction of the policy management complexity.

In parallel, from the impossibility to plan in advance the legitimate accesses in

complex systems, arose the principle “Make the user ask for forgiveness not permis-

sion” [6]. This principle tried to enforce computerized access control with dissuasive

measures rather than restrictive ones. In other words, a priori access control decisions

were substituted by a posteriori punishment measures in case of an improper access.

This principle applied to environments where the damage of improper accesses could

be undone or, at least, quantified and compensated [33]. However, the impossibility

to apply this access control paradigm in risky environments, such as economic ones,

led the paradigm to a lack of support by the community.

Nowadays, the growth and recent advances in distributed systems and computer

networks not only enable the decentralization of computer environments but also ex-

isting systems and services to interact in order to provide new and improved applica-

tions [19]. The interoperation of independent systems such as those in the health-care
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industry, public administration and business can result in new functionality and cost

savings. With this interoperation comes the need of ensuring a consistent interpre-

tation of the access controls across the heterogenous systems and shared resources.

Many proposals enable interoperation of independent access control systems, and it

is still an active research issue.

In parallel to distributed systems, the incessant advances in communication and

computation technology have fueled the grown of novel applications which moves

away from the isolated system paradigm towards an environmental integration of

them. Promoted by the growth of this novel applications, comes up the need for a

context awareness in the authorization process in order to protect the application’s

resources. Context-aware access control aims to describe access control policies taking

into account the state of the environment and the users’ privileges in order to issue the

access control decisions. The need to relate the authorization process to the context

state has fueled a research effort, which is still active.

Shortcomings of the current access control

Computerized access control is founded on some assumptions that limit its application

in concrete environments. First of all, the standardization of access control models

builds on a poor understanding of access. Access has been considered binary (you can

access or you cannot) while in some cases it can be understood under a continuous

interpretation. This principle allows, for example, in the physical world, a novice

driver to access the highway at a maximum speed of 80 km/h, senior drivers to use

the highway at 110 km/h, and autocycle drivers not to access the highway. Back

to the computer environments, there are operations that can be executed through a

continuous variable access level. That is the case of Quality of Service (QoS) [13],

for example, where the resources put on serving an access conditions the quality of

the access itself. As quality of access is, in the end, an access control regulation, the

access decision could be formulated stating the authorized access level rather than
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through simple permit/deny decisions.

A second assumption lies in the form in which users are related with the informa-

tion which is relevant in the authorization process. Authorization-relevant informa-

tion are facts like who the user is, which characteristics the user has or what the user

owns. However, in concrete environments, this information may be parametrized.

Uncertainty on the authentication process, user trustworthiness, user seniority or risk

are just few examples. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in the multi-domain

environment, where security-relevant attributes related to the users are translated

between the different domains in order to enable the interoperation. The intrinsic

imprecision in the conversion process leads to uncertain authorization-relevant infor-

mation, which is best addressed in an explicit way [9] at the access decision time. The

parametrization of authorization-relevant information should be taken into account

along the authorization process and must be forwarded towards the access decision.

Objectives

In the following lines, the specific objectives of the thesis are listed:

• Propose a generalization of RBAC with the following characteristics:

– Access level: The proposed model must be able to issue access control de-

cisions stating the authorized access level rather than simple permit/deny

decisions. Access control decisions of the form permit/deny must be also

contemplated in order to guarantee the compatibility with RBAC. This

objective includes the study of the different possibilities enabled by a con-

tinuous interpretation of access.

– Parametrized assignments: The user-role and role-permission assign-

ments in the proposed model may represent semantics beyond the simple

fact that a user or a permission is assigned to a role. This parametrizing

semantics will allow to capture, among others, uncertainty, trust or risk

on the assignments.
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– Fine-grained access control policies: The very definition of RBAC

sometimes leads the model to a too coarse-grained access control policies.

Little changes in the user-role or role-permission assignments can lead to

dramatic changes in the privileges assigned to the users. The proposed

model must be able to accommodate more fine-grained RBAC policies.

• Propose a mechanism which enables the interoperation of independent systems

in the multi-domain environment, with the following characteristics:

– Generic: The mechanism must enable the interoperation of independent

systems with heterogeneous access control models.

– Scalable: A transversal problem of interoperability is the complexity of

the process as the number of domains grows. The proposed mechanism

must be scalable.

Structure

This thesis is presented as a compendium of publications. Chapter 2 introduces the

publications taking part of the thesis showing the argumentative thread that waves

them. After a little introduction, the articles that take part of the compendium are

referred. Chapter 3 summarizes the main contributions, expand some concepts, and

discusses the applicability of the contributions. Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the

thesis. We refer to the published articles, placed in the appendices, to find concrete

background on the topic and the related work.



Chapter 2

Contributions

In this chapter we introduce the contributions of the thesis, showing the argumentative

thread that weaves it as a whole. After a little introduction, we refer the articles of the

compendium. The concrete background and the related work of every contribution

are placed on the corresponding articles.

The first contribution of this thesis is FRBAC (Fuzzy Role-Based Access Control).

FRBAC is a generalization of RBAC founded on fuzzy relations which enables the de-

scription of parametrized user-role and role-permission assignments. The multivalued

user-role and role-permission relations allows to describe semantics in the assignments

beyond the fact that a user belongs to a role or a permission is assigned to a role.

User trustworthiness, user seniority, uncertainty or risk involving the assignments are

just few examples. FRBAC allows to forward this parametrization and take it into

account at the access decision time.

FRBAC proposes a new understanding of access and, thus, a new understanding

of the access decisions. The standardization of access control models builds on a

poor understanding of access. Historically, access has been considered as something

binary, when it may be not. There are environments where accesses can be performed

through different access levels, and the access control mechanism should determine

7
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the authorized access level for a request, rather than just permit or deny the execu-

tion. FRBAC issues access decisions in the range [0, 1], stating the authorized access

level that users have over resources through operations. Parametrized assignments

links nicely with the notion of access level. Rather than reasoning over multivalued

information and issuing binary access control decisions, the access level can be ad-

justed to the semantics of the assignments. This represents a new understanding of

accesses and opens new applications fields which will be discussed in Section 3.1.3.

At this point, we encourage the reader to goto the article “C. Martínez-García, G.

Navarro-Arribas, and J. Borrell, Fuzzy role-based access control, Inf. Process. Lett.,

vol. 111, pp. 483–487, April 2011.” Appendix A, for a better understanding of the

thesis.

FRBAC defines access control decisions in the range [0, 1]. In the following paper,

we depart from FRBAC to propose the concept of polymorphic permissions, in order

to describe an intra-role user progression model inspired in role-playing games. The

multivalued nature of the assignments of FRBAC allows to describe a user progres-

sion within the roles. The more strength in the user-role assignment, the more a

user plays a role. An increasing strength of the user-role assignment increases the

strength of the user-permission assignments, which will lately result in progressive

abilities acquisition and progressive abilities enhancing, two concepts widely adopted

in computerized role-playing games.

At this point, we encourage the reader to goto the article “C. Martínez-García, G.

Navarro-Arribas, and J. Borrell, Intra-role progression in RBAC: An RPG-like ac-

cess control scheme. Accepted for publication in the 4th International Workshop on

Autonomous and Spontaneous Security (SETOP), 2011” Appendix B, for a better un-

derstanding of the thesis.
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We now leave the RBAC domains to talk in terms of Attribute-Based Access Con-

trol (ABAC) [38]. We consider attributes as any authorization-relevant information

referred to by an access control policy, ranging for example, from an identifier to a

role, or more generic attributes such as age, regardless of the underlying access control

model. This approach provides a simple abstraction for a variety of access control

models ranging from RBAC to more general discretionary access control.

When two or more organizations decide to cooperate, there is a clear need to con-

trol the access across the interoperation scenario. We consider attribute conversion

as the most promising one. Attribute conversion aims to establish similarity relations

between the authorization-relevant information that characterizes users in the differ-

ent domains. Due to the heterogeneity of the domains, in the general case it will be

difficult to find absolute similitude between attributes. We propose an interoperation

mechanism that deals with the intrinsic imprecision involving the attribute conversion

process. This imprecision links with parametrized user-role assignments of FRBAC

and the multivalued access decisions.

In the following paper we describe a generic attribute conversion mechanism which

enables the interoperation not only between heterogeneous systems, but heteroge-

neous access control models, generalizing them trough ABAC. We also study the

scalability issues involving the interoperation. The compatibility between FRBAC

and the attribute conversion mechanism is discussed in Section 3.3.

At this point, we encourage the reader to goto the article “C. Martínez-García, G.

Navarro-Arribas, S. N. Foley, V. Torra, and J. Borrell, Flexible secure inter-domain

interoperability through attribute conversion, Information Sciences, vol. 181, no. 16,

pp. 3491 – 3507, 2011.” Appendix C, for a better understanding of the thesis.

The attribute conversion mechanism has been applied to enable access control in

the multi-domain environment described by MedIGS [37]. MedIGS is a multi-agent-

system middleware with the purpose of data sharing between medical institutions.
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Its main objective is the creation of a virtual electronic patient record, which is the

collection of all the medical documents referring to a given patient, located in any of

the hospitals that takes part in the scenario. This last contribution shows a practical

example of the applicability of a subset of the attribute conversion mechanism.

At this point, we encourage the reader to goto the article “C. Martínez-Garcia, G.

Navarro-Arribas, J. Borrell, and A. Martín-Campillo, An Access Control Scheme for

Multi-agent Systems over Multi-DomainEnvironments, in 7th International Confer-

ence on Practical Applications of Agents and Multi-Agent Systems (PAAMS 2009),

2009, pp. 401-410.” Appendix D, for a better understanding of the thesis.



Chapter 3

Discussion

In this chapter we summarize the contributions of the thesis and discuss their appli-

cability.

3.1 FRBAC

FRBAC is an access control model which generalizes RBAC through fuzzy relations.

In RBAC, the fact that a user, or a permission, is assigned to a role has a clear inter-

pretation: due to the user duties within an organization, the user needs to play some

roles, and the role members need to carry out specific functions within the system, rep-

resented by permissions. Users acquire the permissions related to the roles they play.

Unlike RBAC, where user-role and role-permission relations are crisp, FRBAC defines

user-role and role-permissions as fuzzy relations in the range [0, 1]. The fuzzy rela-

tions enable the parametrization of the assignments, which are application-dependent

and may have different interpretations. The multivalued nature of the user-role and

role-permission relations may specify something more than simple membership de-

gree. Few examples on the semantics of user-role assignments may be user seniority,

user experience, user trustworthiness, and uncertainty or risk involving the assign-

ments. Role-permission relations may represent different semantics than user-role

11
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assignments, as risk, need to use of the permissions, or average trustworthiness of the

role members.

The user-permission relation in FRBAC arises from the aggregation of the user-

role and role-permissions relations, and determines the degree in which users own

permissions. This degree is also expressed in the range [0, 1] and determines the

access degree that every user has over every permission. It is noteworthily to say

that the semantics of the user-role and role-permission assignments must be coherent

between them in order to enable their composition. Intuitively, it makes no sense

to aggregate user seniority on the user-role assignment with the risk involving the

role-permission assignment. However, it may be possible to specify the user-role

assignment risk based on user seniority. In this way, both the user-role and the

role-permission assignment could be aggregated to determine, in this particular case,

the risk involving the relation between users and permissions. All the parameters

involved on computing the user-role and role-permissions magnitude must be reduced

to something that will be lately composable to determine the user-permission relation.

3.1.1 Access level, continuous access and polymorphic permis-

sions

FRBAC determines the access level, in the range [0, 1], that users have over per-

missions. The user-permission strength determines the access degree that users have

over objects through operations. There are three different interpretations of the user-

permission strength: continuous access, polymorphic permissions and thresholded

plain permissions.

Continuous access

Access has been historically considered binary: you can open a door or you cannot,

you can transfer money or you cannot, you can read a medical record or you cannot.

While there are accesses that clearly have a binary interpretation –in the general case
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it makes no sense to half-open a door–, some other accesses may have a continuous

interpretation. Imagine a video-on-demand service regulated through a QoS policy

which prioritize premium users. The access to the videos offered by the service is

granted to regular and premium users, however the resources put on serving the

premium users guarantees higher quality standards than the offered to regular users.

In this scenario, access control decisions does not only determines whether a user is

allowed or not to access the service, but the access control decision determines the

access degree, which will lately condition the quality of the access itself.

Access control policy description languages, such as Ponder [11], Keynote [7] and

XACML [31], and the certification standards SAML [26] and SPKI [14] provide mech-

anisms to determine the conditions under which accesses must be permitted. Despite

conditions are not defined in the RBAC standard, the RBAC profiles of the cited

mechanisms allow to include conditions in the definition of permissions. Conditions

enable, for example, to constrain the execution of a permission in a given time interval

or limit the maximum amount of money that users are able to transfer, allowing to

describe context-aware and fine-grained RBAC-like access control policies.

The purpose of conditions must not be confused with the idea of continuous access.

Conditions are a mechanism that builds on a binary interpretation of access and

provides the access control policies with more expressivity, constraining the execution

of permissions that users have obtained by virtue of the roles they play. Access control

decisions continue being of the form permit/deny. Continuous access, however, builds

on a reinterpretation of accesses. Accesses are not just executed or not, but accesses

can be executed through a variable strength level and it is the decision point which

determines the execution strength that users have over resources through operations.

The access level can be enforced transparently to the user. The user accesses the

resource and the system adapts to conditions of the access.

The access decisions of FRBAC have a direct mapping with continuous access,

where 0 means the minimum access degree –normally null, but other interpretations
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may apply– and 1 means the maximum access degree. The interpretation of continu-

ous access depends on the application itself, not on the operation or the object being

accessed. Figure 3.1 shows an example of access level.

- 0

- 1
Transfer Gold

- 1Million

- 0

UP{transfer, 
coins}

Figure 3.1: Access level representation. The user-permission magnitude determines

the access level that every user has over the object. In this case, the user-permission

magnitude determines the amount of gold coins that every user is allowed to transfer.

Polymorphic permissions

Another interpretation of access level is given by polymorphic permissions. The

user-permission assignment degree may not always refer to the execution degree of

an action. Depending on the user-permission strength, permissions will relate dif-

ferent operations and objects, determining and order relation between every pair

object-operation. Intuitively, the more user-permission strength, the more objects

and operations links the permission. The multivalued user-permission relations allow

to describe a user progression in the system. User-role relations are dynamic and

allow to specify the membership level of users within roles. An increasing user-role

magnitude will produce an increasing user-permission magnitude and will grant the

user with more access privileges. Figure 3.2 shows a representation of polymorphic

permissions.

Under this interpretation of continuous access, polymorphic permissions can be

implemented through conditions in the access control policies, allowing to define the

minimum access level that users must have to execute every action over every resource.
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{(obj1, op1)}

{(obj1, op2),
(obj2, op1)}

{∅}

{(obj2, op2)}

UP

- 1

- 0

α

β

γ

Perm

(obj2, op2)

(obj1, op2), (obj2, op1) 

(obj1, op1)

∅

Figure 3.2: The user-permission strength determines the objects and operations re-

lated by the permission. The more permission strength (UP), the more objects and

operations relates the permission. In this figure, an user-permission strength in the

range [0, α) makes the permission to relate no objects and operations. A UP strength

in the range [α, β) makes the permission to relate the object1 with the operation1 and

so on.

In this case, users apply access requests and the decision point must determine if the

access must be permitted or not.

Thresholded plain permissions

In the environments where RBAC applies, accesses are not seen under a continuous

interpretation and permissions are plain. In order to guarantee the compatibility with

RBAC, in these scenarios, FRBAC must issue binary access decisions and the access

level must be expressed in terms of permit/deny, where 0 does not allow the access and

1 allows it. As a first approximation, a threshold can determine the minimum access

degree that enables the access. Conditions in the access control policies can be used

to determine the minimum access level that enables the execution of the permission.

Again, users apply access requests and the decision point must determine if the access

must be permitted or not.

Thresholded plain permissions are a particular case of polymorphic permissions,

where the objects and operations related by the permission are placed above a unique
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threshold. Figure 3.3 shows a representation.

{∅}

{(obj1, op1),
(obj2, op2)}

UP

- 1

- 0

α

Perm

Figure 3.3: The user-permission strength determines the objects and operations re-

lated by the permission, placed over a unique threshold (α).

3.1.2 Contributions

Here are summarized the contributions of FRBAC to the research on access control:

• Parametrized assignments

FRBAC enables the parametrization of user-role and role-permission assign-

ments. Assignments in FRBAC go beyond the simple fact that a user or a

permission is assigned to a role. User trustworthiness, user seniority, risk and

uncertainty, are just few examples of semantics underlaying the assignments.

• Access level

FRBAC proposes a new understanding of accesses. A novel decision mechanism

states the access level in the range [0, 1] that a given user has over a given

resource through a given operation. Access level can be used to accommodate

continuous accesses and polymorphic permissions.

• Expressivity

In RBAC, a “role explosion” can result in thousands of separate roles being fash-

ioned for different collection of permissions [22] when dealing with underlaying
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semantics in the user-role assignment, such as user seniority. Multivalued user-

role and role-permission assignments may help on the reduction of the number

of roles, avoiding the need of role splitting. Polymorphic permissions keep ti-

died the access control policies, and may reduce the number of permissions and

assignments in the access control policy. The reduction of roles, permissions

and assignments results in a easier policy definition, thus preventing errors in

this process.

• More fine-grained RBAC policies

In RBAC, the minimum change in an access control policy is a user-role as-

signment or a role-permission assignment. Both represent a big modification on

the privileges of users. The multivalued assignments of FRBAC benefit RBAC

with more flexible access control policies. It eases, for instance, the definition

of context-aware access control policies.

3.1.3 Applicability of FRBAC

Here are briefly described some application scenarios of FRBAC:

• Data lying in databases

Data lying in databases is a queering mechanism that alters, to the end users,

the information retrieved from the database in order to preserve some security

requirements [39]. A censor module is in charge to distort the query responses

adding a degree of noise. The noise degree attached to every response is variable

and depends on the user’s credentials or the user’s history.

FRBAC can easily accommodate an RBAC-based data lying scheme. The user-

role relation strength can represent useful authorization-relevant semantics such

as user’s trustworthiness, user’s seniority, user’s need-to-know, or any other

application-dependent information, which can be considered useful at autho-

rization time. The role-permission relation strength must be coherent with
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the user-role relation in order to enable their composition. Finally, the user-

permission strength is interpreted as the access level that every user has over

the database, and it is used in the censor module to enforce the execution of

the query.

The censor module acts as the enforcement point of the application, and pro-

vides a continuous vision on the access to the database. A user with almost no

privileges will be able to query the database but will not be able to obtain useful

information because of the huge amount of noise attached to the response. A

user with high privileges will be able to query the database and obtain low noise

ratios in the responses.

• Quality of service

Quality of service (QoS) aims to balance the resources put on serving every

user in a system in order to enable certain users and applications to get better

service than others at a higher cost [13, 16].

FRBAC can accommodate an access control QoS-aware scheme. The user-role

assignment may represent the premium degree of every user. In the same man-

ner, the role-permission assignment may represent the premium degree of every

role. The composition of both, the user-role and role-permission assignments

represents the access level that every user has over every permission. This ac-

cess level will lately determine the balancing of the resources put on serving

every user.

Scheduling the resources put on serving every user represents a form of con-

tinuous access when the scheduling is based on user prioritization. The more

user-permission strength, the more resources put on serving the user and, thus,

better quality of service.

• Vague roles
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Roles represent in RBAC a well defined characterization of users in the organi-

zation chart. While there are roles that accept a crisp membership degree (like

doctor, nurse, surgeon) there are roles vague in nature. Imagine the following

role set: child, teenager and adult. Since the frontier between childhood, ado-

lescence and adulthood may not be clear, and may vary form one person to

another, a crisp characterization of users may not be expressive enough for the

access control system.

The multivalued user-role assignments of FRBAC allows the description of

vague roles. The user-role assignment strength can represent the degree in

which users belong to roles, allowing a natural membership evolution from low

to high membership degree, and then back to low.

The concept of vague roles fits well with the notion of polymorphic permissions.

The natural evolution of the user-role membership degree would lead users to

gain access power as they gain membership degree, allowing them to execute

more actions over more resources. The loss of membership degree would lead

users to loose access power.

• Execution scope

In RBAC, permissions are defined as sets of pairs object-operation, meaning

that the permission enables the execution of the given operation over the given

object. However, objects may be uncountable or may not have an unique iden-

tity on the system. Imagine the case of a permission that enables the user to

transfer money or issue invitations to an event. How many money or invitations

can the user transfer?

The parametrized user-permission assignments of FRBAC can be used to deter-

mine the degree in which users can access objects. A user-permission strength

of 0 means the minimum access level to the object, while a user-permission

of 1 means the maximum access degree. The permission send_invitations,

would allow the user to issue a different number of invitations depending on
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the user-permission strength. The variable execution avast represents a form of

continuous access itself.

• Risk-based access control:

In general, access control can be understood as a mechanisms used to manage

risk, i.e., to balance the information needs of the users with the need of the

organization to protect its sensitive information [8]. FRBAC can be used as the

basis of a risk-based access control, where risk involving every access is related

with the operation itself, the object of the operation and the initiating user.

The execution is permitted if the involving risk is low enough.

FRBAC allows to easily accommodate an RBAC risk-based access control scheme.

User-role assignments may represent the risk involving the fact that a user plays

a role. Risk can represent the user’s trustworthiness based on the user’s history.

Similarly, role-permissions assignments may represent the risk involving every

assignment. The composition of user-role and role-permissions assignments de-

termines the user-permission assignment risk.

Once the risk involving every user-permission assignment is known, the enforce-

ment point of the application can determine whether to permit or deny the

execution of a permission. Moreover, risk mitigation measures can be taken

with the execution of a permission. Risk mitigation measures can be under-

stood as a form of continuous access, where the strength of the executions are

tuned to adapt the risk to a level that the system is willing to tolerate.

• Trust-based access control

Trust-based access control is closely related with risk-based access control. In

fact, trust and risk are closely related concepts. Trust is unnecessary unless

there is something at risk [12]. In a pure trust-based access control scheme, the

access level of every user is determined by the user trustworthiness. Intuitively,

the more user trustworthiness, the more access level the user has. Access level

is a mechanism to balance risk. A high access level represents high risk on
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damaging the system. Thus, high access levels are only allowed to trusted

users.

The multivalued nature of the assignments of FRBAC can easily represent trust-

based relations. User-role relations may represent the trust degree of a given

user playing a given role. Role-permission relations may be binary or repre-

sent the risk involving the assignment. The composition of the user-permission

relation represents the risk involving every assignment.

The enforcement point of the application must evaluate if the risk involving

every request is low enough to permit the access. Depending on the applica-

tion, the access degree may be adapted to the trust involving the request. If

actions are not seen under a continuous interpretation, access decision will be

formulated in terms of permit/deny.

• Progressive learning

When a user faces a new system, unknowing the system may cause frustra-

tion [25] to the user and may suppose a security threat to the system itself. A

good training on the system’s usage may help to dramatically reduce accidents

and reduce the user frustration. Progressive abilities acquisition can be used as

a learning method through a positive feedback cycle: users continually grow in

power, allowing them to overcome more difficult challenges and gain even more

power.

The user-role relations of FRBAC can be used to determine the user progression

within a role. The more a user belongs to a role, the more privileges the user

obtain. Critical permissions are given once the user knows the system well.

Tuning the assignments, the learning curve can be adapted for every user, every

role or every permission. The same principle of progressive abilities acquisition

can be adapted to progressive abilities loss. Progressive abilities loss may help

on the process of a user leaving a system. It may prevent deliberate misuse of

the system of users leaving an organization, for example.
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• Uncertain authentication information

In some environments, the fact that a user is assigned to a role is based on

uncertain information. This phenomenon can be observed in the Aware Home

Project [30], where the information available from sensors in the home should be

used to automatically infer the user’s security-relevant attributes (e.g., identity,

role or location.). Many such sensors can establish the security-relevant at-

tributes of a subject with only a partial level of certainty, or confidence level. It

can be generalized to biometric-based authentication. Another field with intrin-

sic vague authorization-relevant information is the multi-domain environment

under an attribute conversion based interoperability scheme. In these scenarios,

user’s credentials within their origin domain are converted to credentials of the

target domain, thus foreign users may be treated as local ones. Imprecision

arises from the impossibility to find absolute similarity on the credentials of the

different domains but similarity to some degree.

The FRBACmodel can naturally accommodate the certainty of a user belonging

to a role through the user-role assignment strength. The imprecision level will

be propagated to the user-permission relation. This imprecision must be taken

into account at the decision time in order to determine the access degree.

The imprecision degree can be propagated through the user-permission relation

to the access decision. The access decision can be formulated in terms of ac-

cess level if the action being requested has a continuous meaning. Otherwise,

the access decision can be binary, thresholding the imprecision degree that the

system is willing to tolerate.

• Flexibility through intra-domain role similarity

In RBAC, permissions enable the execution of certain actions over certain re-

sources. A user acquires a permission only if the permission is assigned to one

of the roles that the user plays. The similarity between different roles can be
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used to flexibilize an access control system, enabling users to obtain permis-

sions assigned to roles similar than the roles they play. Users may acquire the

permissions assigned to the roles they play and, in less degree, the permissions

assigned to those roles which are similar to the roles assigned to the users.

FRBAC enables the definition of role inheritance though a fuzzy relation, named

RH. This fuzzy relation can be composed with the user-role relation in order

to determine user-role assignments by virtue of the role inheritance. The role

inheritance is described by a magnitude in the range [0, 1] which semantics can

represent the similarity between roles. In this manner, users can inherit roles

and acquire the related permissions. The user-permission strength takes into

account the role inheritance strength. The less role inheritance strength will

result in less user-permission strength, and thus, less access level.

• Context awareness in RBAC

The very definition of RBAC does not describe any form of context awareness.

Some proposals aim to condition the user-role, role-permissions assignments, or

role activation to the environment state [20, 10, 41, 5, 23]. However, conditioning

the user-role, the role-permission assignments, or the role activation, may lead

users to experience big “stairstep” jumps in permissions.

FRBAC helps on a smooth context adaption through the multivalued user-role

and role-permission assignments. Rather than completely assign or deassign

users and permissions from roles, FRBAC allows a fine-tuning on the assign-

ments to the context state. Thus, little context modifications will produce little

authorization changes. It is noteworthily to point out that coherence between

user-role and role-permission assignments must be respected in order to allow

their composition. The context must be sensed and crawled to reduce all the

possible variables to parametrized semantics in the user-role and role-permission

assignments. Once composed the user-permission relation, the strength of every

assignment will be taken into account to determine the access degree.
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The definition of polymorphic permissions and the access level could also be

related to the context state.

• Others

In general, multivalued user-role and role-permission relations can be used to

represent any application-specific semantics that can condition the assignments.

History-based access control, location-based access control, credit-based access

control, or qualification-based access control are just few more examples of

applicability of FRBAC. Many other apply.

3.2 Attribute conversion

The growth and recent advances in distributed systems and computer networks en-

able existing systems and services to interact in order to provide new and improved

applications. With the interoperation comes the challenge of ensuring a consistent

interpretation of the access control across the heterogeneous domains and shared re-

sources. Previous research considered the problem of access control interoperation

from different points of view [2, 4, 19, 32], however most of the proposals assume the

redefinition of the access control policies of every existing system [36, 35], which will

not be practical in most of cases.

Imagine an scenario with two independent administrative domains A, and B.

When a user from domain A needs to access a resource owned by domain B, the

first problem that arises is that the attributes of the user in the domain A are not

understandable in the domain B. To enable the authorization of the user, her at-

tributes, understandable in the domain A, must be converted to attributes in the

domain B. Intuitively, the role sales manager from domain A can be converted to

the role marketing manager from the domain B. Thus, the user can be submitted

to the local access control policies in the domain B which regulates the access to the

desired resource. This approach avoids the need to redefine the local access control
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policies of every participating domain.

In the general case, it will not be realistic to find total equivalence between at-

tributes of heterogeneous domains. On the contrary, we propose to measure the

similarity between attributes and take it into account in the conversion process. In

this manner, it can be defined that the role sales manager from domain A is 90%

similar to the role marketing manager defined in the domain B. We propose attribute

conversion policies as fuzzy relations that determine the similitude between the at-

tributes of two domains. It will be lately determined whether the similarity is high

enough to issue the local attribute in the target domain from the original one.

The generation of conversion policies is a previous step before the interoperation

itself. The security administrators of every pair of domains must establish the simil-

itude between the attributes of one domain to the other. The similitude arises from

the study of the semantics of every attribute. It is noteworthily to point out that con-

version policies are not symmetric since converting the attributes from the domain A

to the domain B does not necessarily enable the conversion between attributes from

the domain B to attributes of the domain A. The target domain takes the respon-

sibility in the conversion. Consider for example the case where A is the library of a

town, and B is the nuclear power plant of the same town. A may allow the conversion

of attributes from B which may allow employees of B to borrow books from A, but

B will not allow conversion of attributes from A.

The generation of attribute conversion policies between every pair of domains in

the interoperation scenario may not be practical for scalability issues. A scenario with

n domains needs n2−n attribute conversion policies in order to enable the conversion

of attributes between any two domains. As the number of domains grows, the number

of required conversion policies grows exponentially. Our approach is scalable in the

sense that it is not necessary to a priory specify every pairwise policy interoperation

relationship, rather, where obvious interpretations exist then attribute relationships

are defined, while other relationships are inferred by transitivity. If attribute a is

somewhat similar to attribute b and attribute b has similarity with attribute c. By
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transitivity, attribute a and attribute c are somewhat similar. Transitivity is achieved

by aggregating the attribute conversion policies. The aggregating process forwards

the similitude along the aggregation chain.

3.2.1 Evolution

Since the contribution “Flexible secure inter-domain interoperability through attribute

conversion” was published, the research has been kept active in this area. In the

following we introduce an unpublished evolution of the mechanism which guarantees

the privacy on the attribute conversion policies. In the following we use a similar

notation than the described in the published contribution.

We differentiate between two types of conversion networks:

• Public conversion networks: Public conversion networks assume that all

the conversion policies are known by all the domains in the scenario. When

an attribute conversion have to be carried out between two domains with no

attribute conversion policy between them, the target domain of the conversion

gets the appropriate conversion policies whose composition enables the conver-

sion of attributes.

• Private conversion networks: Private conversion networks are based on two

privacy assumptions. The existence of a relation which allows the conversion

between two domains is only known by such domains, which are called neigh-

bours ; and the actual conversion function or relation is only known by the target

domain. That is, A and B know the existence of CAB, but CAB is only known

by B. Private conversion networks is unpublished research.

Private conversion networks

In private networks we use a collaborative approach to convert attributes. The con-

version is achieved by propagating intermediate compositions through the network.
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As in public networks the goal is to end up with a relation from the origin domain

A0 to the target Az. For that, we consider a conversion network as directed graph,

where the set of vertexes is the set of domains and the directed arcs are the conversion

relations. We denote the out-neighbourhood of a domain D as N+(D), comprising all

domains reachable through an outgoing arc and the in-neighbourhood of a domain D

as N−(D) with all the nodes connected through an ingoing arc. Figure 3.4 shows an

example of a relation network.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

CAB CBD CDE

CDF
CEG

CFG

CGC

CCA

CAD

Figure 3.4: Relation network example.

Every domain in the conversion network collaborates by propagating messages

containing a temporal relation Ri, the target domain Az and a TTL (time-to-live).

Normally, each domain composes the received relation with its corresponding conver-

sion function to obtain a new temporal relation. The domain also decreases the TTL

of the message after propagating it. When the TTL reaches 0 the message is dis-

carded and no further propagated. The TTL of the message ensures that no message

will be propagated forever in the network even in the presence of loops. Loops can

also be avoided completely by including a list of the nodes in the message.

The attribute conversion in private networks is achieved through the process

described in Algorithm 1. It takes a subset of attributes in the origin domain

(P ∈ A0) as an argument and provides a final conversion function as the relation

CPAz : P × Az → [0, 1]. For a given user u, we will take P = u(A0), but depending

on the scenario one could consider a more generic set P ⊆ u(A0).

As it can be seen an important issue in the protocol is the timeout T that Az
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waits in order to produce the final relation. This timeout attempts to ensure that

Az receives all possible intermediate relations for all possible paths from A0. Since

Az does not know the topology of the network, there is no way for Az to know how

many paths are there, and thus, how many intermediate relations should be received.

This makes the whole procedure non-deterministic, but more flexible and efficient

from a practical point of view. The timeout is set by each domain depending on the

perception of the network longitude and of course can be tuned if required.
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Algorithm 1: Attribute conversion in private conversion networks.
Input: Origin domain A0, target domain Az, a set of attributes P ⊆ A0

Output: CPAz : A0 × Az → [0, 1]

1 begin

2 Domain A0 creates a relation R0 such that:

R0(x, y)←

1 if x = y,∀x, y ∈ P

0 otherwise
;

3 Domain A0 sends 〈R0, Az, TTL〉 to all its out-neighbours N+
G (A0);

4 foreach domain Ai on receiving 〈Ri−1, Az, TTL〉 from domain

Ai−1 ∈ N−
G (Ai) do

5 if Ai 6= Az then

6 if TTL = 0 then

7 Discard message;

8 else

9 Ai calculates Ri ← Ri−1 ◦ CAi−1Ai
;

10 Ai sends 〈Ri, Az, TTL− 1〉 to all its out-neighbours N+
G (Ai);

11 end

12 else

13 Az calculates Rz ← Ri−1 ◦ CAi−1Az ;

14 Az saves Rz forming a list with all relation received and rooted at

A0 as {R1
z, R

2
z, . . .};

15 Az waits timeout T ;

16 Az calculates CPAz ←
⋃
i

Ri
z;

17 return CPAz

18 end

19 end

20 end
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3.2.2 Contributions

Here are summarized the contributions of the attribute conversion mechanism to the

research on the interoperation of authorizations systems:

• Realistic: based on similarity

The concept of attribute conversion has been previously studied by some au-

thors [2, 27, 40, 28, 29]. However, the previous definitions of attribute conversion

assume that there exists an absolute similarity relation between the attributes

of the different domains. In an heterogeneous scenario this assumption may

not be true. The proposed mechanism assumes that in the general case it may

not be possible to find absolute similarity relations and, thus, considers the

similarity degree in all the conversions.

• Scalable

A transversal hitch on interoperation, in all of its forms, is scalability. In at-

tribute conversion based interoperability, the number of required conversion

policies in the scenario is exponential to the number of interoperating domains.

In an scenario with n domains, n2 − n interoperation policies are needed in

order to enable full connectivity. Our approach is scalable in the sense that it is

not necessary to a priory specify every pairwise policy interoperation relation-

ship, rather, where obvious interpretations exist then attribute relationships

are defined, while other relationships are inferred by transitivity, dramatically

reducing the number of conversion policies to n conversion policies in the best

case (circle-like topology).

3.2.3 Applicability

Although the proposed mechanism can be used in any interoperation scenario, here

we briefly describe some scenarios that make our scheme most appropriate than the

rest.
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• Quick collaboration

Attribute conversion is one of the simplest forms of collaboration which min-

imizes the pre-interoperation tasks. However, in an scenario with several do-

mains, the time involved on the generation of conversion policies may be too

high. The proposed conversion mechanism helps, by transitivity, on the reduc-

tion of the required conversion policies in the scenario, thus reducing the time

involved on setting the scenario.

• Massive collaboration

Our scheme reduces the number of interoperation policies in a massive col-

laboration scenario through transitivity. The proposed mechanism enables the

conversion of attributes between any two domains through n conversion poli-

cies in an scenario with n domains. This lowest boundary is achieved through a

circle-like topology. Without transitivity in the conversion process, the number

of required conversion policies is n2 − n in an scenario with n domains, which

is unmanageable.

• Dynamic collaboration scenarios

Our scheme can be used in dynamic collaboration scenarios where domains can

join and leave the scenario frequently. The attribute conversion mechanism

avoids the need of the generation of global access control policy every time that

a domains joins or leaves the scenario. The transitivity of attribute conversion

policies reduces the effort of the generation of attribute conversion policies that

enables new domains to join the collaboration in a quick way.

• Adaptive collaboration: context awareness

The multivalued nature of the attribute conversion policies based on similarity

enables a fine-grained context adaption of the collaboration. Similarity degrees

can be tuned at any time during the collaboration. The number domains in

the scenario, their internal organization, trust relations between domains, and
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external risk threats are just few examples of factors that adaptive attribute

conversion policies may be aware of.

• Meta collaboration

Meta collaboration refers to collaboration between previously set interoperation

scenarios. Imagine that more than one collaboration scenario involving several

domains, come together to share resources. By transitivity, our collaboration

mechanism enables the definition of bridge attribute conversion policies between

the different scenarios to enable the meta-interoperation.

3.3 Attribute conversion in FRBAC domains

The proposed attribute conversion mechanism enables the conversion of attributes be-

tween heterogeneous access control models. However, the attribute conversion mech-

anism and FRBAC together enable a new understanding of imprecision management.

The attribute conversion mechanism is, in fact, an automatic attribute assigner.

Depending on the user’s attributes in the user’s home domain, the attribute con-

version mechanism determines the user’s attributes in the rest of the interoperating

domains. Attribute conversion policies determine the similitude between attributes of

the different domains. In the general case, similitude relations between attributes are

not absolute. The similarity degree between attributes represents an imprecision or

error measure in the conversion process. The less similitude between two attributes,

the more imprecision in the conversion.

When the attribute conversion mechanism deals with no imprecision-tolerant ac-

cess control models, such as RBAC, the mechanism must determine whether to enable

the conversion of two attributes depending on the similarity between them. With this

propose, every interoperating domain states the maximum imprecision degree that it

is willing to tolerate. In other words, a threshold determines the minimum similarity

between two attributes which enables the conversion of one attribute to the other. If
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the similarity between two attributes is high enough, the conversion can be carried

out and, thus, the user will be assigned with local attributes in the target domain.

This last step on the attribute conversion issues absolute user-attribute assignments

in spite of the remaining imprecision of the conversion process. Figure 3.5 represents

the attribute conversion process.

Conversion
Service

Similitude 
threshold

Conversion
functions

Foreign
attribute

Converted
attribute

Attribute Conversion
Module

DomainsCrisp
User-attribute
assignment

Figure 3.5: Attribute conversion process.

FRBAC deals with parametrized user-role assignments, and propagates this im-

precision to the access decision. Intuitively, the more strength in the user-role assign-

ment, the more access degree the user has over the permissions assigned to the role.

The concept of access level fits well with the imprecision on the conversion process.

In a collaboration scenario involving FRBAC domains, rather than thresholding the

maximum imprecision degree that every domain is willing to tolerate, the user-role

assignments by virtue of the collaboration may capture the imprecision of the conver-

sion process in the user-role assignment strength. In other words, the parametrized

UA relation will reflect the imprecision in the conversion process. The imprecise user-

role assignments will lately determine the access level that every user has over every

permission in every domain. A low user-role strength means high imprecision in the

conversion process and, thus, low access level. Figure 3.6 represents the attribute

conversion process in FRBAC domains.

3.3.1 Attribute conversion and parametrized assignments

FRBAC enables the description of parametrized user-role assignments through the

fuzzy relation UA. The attribute conversion mechanism must take into account the
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Figure 3.6: Attribute conversion process in FRBAC domains.

parametrized user-role assignments in the target domain in order to determine the

equivalent user-role assignments in the rest of domains. Imagine that a given user

owns role1 in her origin domain, and an attribute conversion policy specifies that

role1 is 0.9 similar to role2 defined in other domain. It is clear that if the user owns

role1 with a magnitude of 0.1, she cannot own the role2 under a magnitude of 0.9.

We call UAX
X the user-role assignment relation of users of the domain X in the do-

main X. CXY represents the conversion policy between attributes form the domain X

to attributes in the domain Y . UAX
Y represents the user-role assignment relating users

from domain X with attributes in the domain Y . The composing operand ◦ stands
for the standard max-min composition of two fuzzy relations. Let R1 : X×Y → [0, 1]

be a fuzzy relation defined as collection of items of the form ((x, y), µR1(x, y)) where

x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and µR1(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]. Let R2 : Y × Z → [0, 1] be a fuzzy relation.

The max-min composition R1 ◦R2 : X × Z → [0, 1] is defined as follows:

R1 ◦ R2 = {((x, z),max
y

(min(µR1(x, y), µR2(y, z))))|x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z}

User-role assignments of a given domain (X) can be translated to user-role assign-

ments of another domain (Y ) in the scenario through the composition of the user-role

relation and the conversion policy (UAX
Y ):

• UAX
Y = UAX

X ◦ CXY

In the presence of a role hierarchical relation (RHX) in the origin domain (X):

• UAX
Y = UAX

X ◦RHX ◦ CXY
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In the presence of a role hierarchical relation (RHY ) in the target domain (Y ):

• UAX
Y = UAX

X ◦ CXY ◦RHY

In the presence of role hierarchical relation in the origin and the target domain:

• UAX
Y = UAX

X ◦RHX ◦ CXY ◦RHY

The conversion departs from a user-role relation of the type USERS×ROLES →
[0, 1] which composed with an attribute conversion policy of the type ROLES ×
ROLES → [0, 1] outputs a user-role relation of the type USERS×ROLES → [0, 1].

The output relation determines the user-role assignments from users of an origin

domain with attributes of a target domain. However, the interpretation that every

domain gives to the user-role assignments may be different in the scenario and the

attribute conversion process must be aware of them.

Imagine that user1A owns the role1A in the domain A under a magnitude of 0.5.

The domain A interprets that the parametrized assignments represents user seniority.

Imagine now that role1A is totally equivalent to the role1B in the domain B. It is

clear that if user1 owns the role1A under a magnitude of 0.5 in the domain A, by

virtue of the equivalence relation, user1A owns under a magnitude of 0.5 the role1B

in the domain B. The problem might arise from the interpretation that domain A

and B makes of the parametrized assignments.

While domain A may interpret that parametrized user-role assignments represents

user seniority, domain B may interpret that parametrized user-role assignments rep-

resents the current distance of the user with respect to the central building of the

enterprise. It is clear that the user-role assignment strength in the origin domain can-

not be always taken into account to determine the user-role assignment strength in

the target domain. As a first approximation, only if the origin and the target domain

interpret in a similar way the user-role assignments, the user-role assignment strength

in the origin domain can be used to determine the user-role assignment strength in the

target domain. The interoperation between FRBAC domains that do not interpret

the user-role assignments in a compatible way is still an open research issue.
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Example

Imagine two FRBAC domains involved in a collaboration agreement: domain A and

domain B. Both domains make a similar interpretation of the parametrized user-

role assignments. The access control policy of A defines the roles r1A, r2A, r3A. The

access control policy of domain B defines the following roles: r1B, r2B. The user-role

assignments in the domain A (UAA
A) are defined in Table 3.1.

r1A r2A r3A

user1A 0.9 0 0

Table 3.1: User-role assignment in the domain A.

The security administrators of domain A and B have agreed in the similarity-based

attribute conversion policy (CAB) shown in Table 3.2.

r1B r2B

r1A 1 0.5

r2A 0.2 0

r3A 0 0.3

Table 3.2: CAB Attribute conversion policies.

The user-role assignments between users from domain A and roles in the domain

B (UAA
B) is given by the max-min composition of the user-role assignments in the

domain A (UAA
A) and the attribute conversion policy between the domains A and B

(CAB). Table 3.3 represents UAA
B.
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r1B r2B

user1A 0.9 0.5

Table 3.3: UAA
B = UAA

A ◦ CAB.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

This thesis bets for a new understanding of access control, where the access decisions

are not issued in the form permit/deny but the decisions state the access level that

users have over objects through operations. In this thesis FRBAC has been proposed.

FRBAC is a generalization of RBAC which issues access control decisions in terms

of access level. The concept of access level represents a first step towards a new

understanding of access control where the access control models are not limited to

permit and deny the accesses but to determine and enforce the access degree of every

access request.

The concept of access level is closely related with the parametrizing semantics of

the assignments in FRBAC. FRBAC allows to parametrize the user-role and role-

permission assignments depending on semantics like user trustworthiness or uncer-

tainty involving the identification process. The underlaying semantics on the assign-

ments can be taken into account along the authorization process in order to determine

the access level that users have over resources.

In this thesis, it has also been proposed the concept of polymorphic permissions,

which represents a new understanding of the permissions described in a system. Poly-

morphic permissions aims to condition to the access level the actions that users can

39
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execute over resources. Polymorphic permissions can be used to describe the pro-

gression that users can experience within a system as their access level is increased,

representing a different understanding of the concept of roles than the described in

RBAC. Now, roles does not only describe the static set of permissions related with

every user but roles imposes limits in the abilities acquisition and enhancing that

users can experience in the system.

Finally, the multivalued user-role and role-permission assignments in FRBAC en-

ables the description of fine-grained RBAC-like policies, where belonging to a role

does not necessarily mean acquiring the whole set of permissions assigned to the role,

allowing users to progress in the roles they play.

This thesis also proposes an attribute-conversion mechanism that enables the in-

teroperation between different domains with heterogeneous access control models.

The mechanism manages the intrinsic imprecision in the similarity-based attribute-

conversion process, issuing parametrized user-attribute assignments. Parametrized

user-attribute assignments can be binarized to enable the interoperation between no

parametrization-tolerant access control models, like RBAC. However, through the

parametrized user-role assignments, FRBAC provides a new way to manage the in-

trinsic imprecision involving an attribute conversion process forwarding it, through

the concept of access level, towards the access decision.

Through the similarity-based conversion policies, the attribute conversion mecha-

nism provides a realistic and generic attribute-level interoperation between domains.

The transitiveness of the conversion process benefits the scalability of the system

dramatically reducing the required attribute conversion policies in the scenario.

4.1 Future research lines

At this end stage of the thesis, many future research lines arise. In the following we

describe some of them.

• XACML implementation of FRBAC
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It has been shown the description and applicability of FRBAC. However, it

might be interesting to propose an XACML [31] extension implementing FR-

BAC.

• Context awareness in FRBAC

Despite context awareness in FRBAC has been introduced in Section 3.1.3, it

is still an open issue at this moment. The user-role and role-permission as-

signments can be conditioned to the context state. However, it is necessary

a mechanism to capture the contextual information and reduce it to user-role

and role-permission assignments, respecting the coherence between them in or-

der to enable their composition. Furthermore, the definition of polymorphic

permissions and the notion of access level can be also subjected to the context

state.

• Different aggregation methods for the user-role and role permissions

assignments in FRBAC

User-permission assignments arises from the standard max-min composition of

the user-role and the role-permission relations. Although we use the maximum

operand as the union and the minimum as the intersection of fuzzy sets, other

t-conorm and t-norm operands could be used respectively, giving up also to

another relation composing operands [21].

• Different defuzzification methods in FRBAC

FRBAC deals with actions that provide a continuous interpretation of the ac-

cess. Fractionality strongly depends on the application. However, there are

actions with no possible continuous interpretation. When dealing with this

actions, FRBAC defuzzificates the access level in order to issue permit/deny

decisions. In its present form, a security threshold determines the minimum

access level that enables the execution of the action. More sophisticated mech-

anisms can be described.
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• Multi-dimensional parametrized assignments in FRBAC

FRBAC enables the parametrization of the user-role and role-permission as-

signments. Risk, trust, or uncertainty are just few examples of the semantics

underlaying the assignments. However, by the own nature of the user-role and

role-permission assignments, they can be parametrized in one dimension. It

would be interesting to parametrize the assignments in a multidimensional way

and study the impact on the access level of each semantics.

• Study the interoperation between FRBAC domains with heteroge-

neous semantics in the user-role assignments

The interpretation that a given domain gives to parametrized user-role assign-

ments may be different than the interpretation that gives another domain (See

Section 3.3.1). It might be interesting to study the interoperation issues between

domains with different interpretation in the user-role assignments.

• Algorithms to search for (optimal) re-configuration

Suppose that a converted attribute relation is below a conversion threshold,

then it would be interesting to determine the set of changes that could be made

to the conversion graph that would result in the desired threshold. There might

be an interesting optimization aspect to this, such as what’s set of changes that

would result in the smallest, in some sense, impact of the individual policies.

• Many-to-* conversions

The attribute conversion policies enable the conversion of attributes in a one-to-

one and one-to-many form. It would be interesting to enable the conversion of

attributes in a many-to-one and many-to-many way, respecting the transitivity

of the conversion process.
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